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Juli Briskman Boasts About Only Working 15 Hour Weeks As You Pay Her Mortgage 
 
Loudoun County –– In the audio link here, Juli Briskman admits that she is running for re-
election only so she can pay her mortgage in the next four years while working 15-20 hours a 
week as she prepares to run for higher office. This should make everyone angry. To further 
insult the taxpayers, in March Juli tried to increase Supervisor pay another $5,000 because the 
job is so time consuming and hard. According to a Loudoun Now article, “Supervisor Juli E. 
Briskman (D-Algonkian) said it is ‘a very modest bump’ and she would have supported a larger 
raise.” 
  
On the current LCPS teacher salary scale, it would take a teacher with a bachelor's degree over 
six years to make as much as Juli makes right now as a Supervisor. I guarantee those teachers 
work more than 40 hours weekly and attend more meetings and trainings. The same goes for 
first responders, law enforcement, skilled trades, and customer service employees. People are 
working hard to make ends meet while the cost of living continues to rise. 
  
We are all working hard, but Juli wants us to pay for her mortgage and vacations while she uses 
her time to build a political resume and activist bona fides on social media. To be clear, she 
really wanted to run for state senate but it doesn't pay enough. She doesn't actually want the 
job of Algonkian Supervisor. There is nothing in my opponent's rhetoric that demonstrates how 
the people of Algonkian District and Loudoun County are her priority. Rather, it's pretty clear 
from her actions and words that she sees it the other way around, that we are here to serve her 
personal needs and aspirations. Let that sink in. Then take that anger and vote NO on Juli. 
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Learn more about Debbie Rose: www.debbierose.org.  
Contact her campaign at debbiekrose@outlook.com.  
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